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 The first Klingon Destroyer class to see any substantive success in service, D-
18/Lara’atan became the silent backbone of the Imperial Defense Forces during the early 
23rd century—while also figuring highly in the tit-for-tat arms race which saw both the KDF 
and the Federation Starfleet enlarge their forces at an unprecedented rate. 
 
 Prior to the introduction of the D-5/Dupat class Battlecruiser in 2224, Klingon starship 
development had stayed relatively ‘bottled up’, maintaining a linear track and 
concentrating on the continued development and evolution of its sole Cruiser class and its 
various Frigate lines.  The Raptor class Destroyer and D-2 class Bird of Prey were both 
important players in the Klingons’ force structure in the latter half of the 22nd Century, 
however unlike the D-4/Dama class (which would survive well into the 2270’s), both had 
fundamental design and engineering flaws that precluded them from remaining in service 
via upgrade/service life extension projects.  With the Federation and the Empire coming 
into more frequent conflict and Starfleet building out its family of new ‘Class I’ starships, it 
was obvious to those in the KDF High Command and on the High Council that this could not 
continue to stand. 
 
 To be fair though, Destroyers within the KDF did not occupy the same position as they 
did within Starfleet.  Naval tradition has Destroyers occupying the common roles of patrol 
and fleet escort, smaller than capital ships.  Frigates on the other hand, were generally 
regarded as being the smallest capital ship type fielded by a galactic state – designed with 
high speed in mind and capable of carrying out a variety of general supporting missions 
(serving as fleet ‘workhorses’ in a sense).  In the KDF, the Frigate descriptor was applied to 
what would more commonly be known as a Destroyer by other navies, while Destroyers 
were effectively large, high-speed commerce raiders—larger starships designed with speed 
and firepower in mind and intended to conduct swift hit-and-run attacks and other such 
operations deep inside enemy territory. 
 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

In this vein then, Destroyers became key instruments by which the Empire could 
maintain an offensive posture, project deterrence and achieve its foreign policy objectives 
(mainly, territorial expansion and resource acquisition). 

 
Following Dupat’s introduction and all the way up into the Four Years War (2245-50), 

the KDF encountered a great deal of difficulty fielding a Destroyer force which could 
successfully accomplish these objectives.  Their general approach—such as it was—was to 
refit and redeploy various Escort classes, however the ships that were subject to this 
emerged no more powerful than the G-1/Sentinel class Gunboat and certainly nowhere 
near the F-5/Kuve class Frigate that was the generally accepted baseline.   

 
Despite the introduction of the successful F-6B variant and the L-6/Th’Lar class, not to 

mention the widespread use of powerful, well-armed fleet auxiliaries (N-5/Har’tu and N-
6/Morast), the Klingons’ ultimate defeat in the above mentioned conflict was all the 
justification needed for the development of a swift, well-armed warship that was every bit 
the equal (and then some) of its rivals.   

 
Even though said development began almost immediately after the war’s end in 

2250, the KDF was still a comparative latecomer to the party.  However, they did have 
almost 30 years of intelligence on Starfleet’s Saladin class and at least 5 on both the Larson 
and Loknar classes to help guide them. 

 
Designated D-18/’Lara’atan’ (‘Protector of Brothers’), the design of this new Destroyer 

was highly simplistic compared to the D-6/Raxor class Battlecruiser then in service, but 
larger, with a number of notable innovations.  248 meters in length and displacing 104,390 
metric tons, Lara’atan maintained the Klingon standard layout with respect to the 
command pod, engineering hull and warp nacelles, but with completely different design 
aesthetics. 
 

 



The command pod eschewed the clean spherical shape one would expect to find 
for one that was smooth, flat and broad, or ‘slab-sided’.  Also, unlike the D-series 
battlecruisers, the pod lacked a torpedo launcher but did house life-support systems and a 
portion of the crew quarters. 

 
The secondary/engineering hull was roughly cube-shaped with broad angles and 

extended downwards at some length.  At the centerline, the hull split into two separate 
catamaran-style sections while the dorsal surface was stretched out and angled upwards 
slightly, providing mounting points for the warp nacelles.  It was here where Lara’atan 
featured a number of innovations that set it apart from its contemporaries.  Foremost 
among them was the actual engineering section itself.  Unlike Dupat, whose engineering 
section was densely layed out and occupied relatively little internal volume, moving the 
crew quarters meant that designers were not constrained by space and as such, 
Lara’atan’s engineering section was spread out across the top 8 decks (which was actually 
more in line with larger Federation starship designs such as Baton Rouge and Constitution).   

 
This was a design choice made mostly out of necessity. At this time, Klingon FTL 

propulsion technology remained more advanced than that of Starfleet.  Their ‘S-graph’ 
warp engines did not function differently, nor did they feature any revolutionary 
components vs Starfleet’s PB-series units.  They were however, designed from a purely 
modular standpoint, with internal components able to be easily swapped out for repair or 
upgrade.  With speed and power being key points driving the design, the logic of this 
element was obvious. 

 
The other key attribute that set Lara’atan apart was its embarked craft capability.  

Unusual for Klingon designs, a large hangar bay was located just above the connecting 
boom.  Opening forward, it had space for approximately 12 shuttlecraft, fighters or a mix of 
the two.  The Klingons had never held small craft in high regard, paying dearly for this 
oversight during the Four Years War.  However, given the relative success of the G-1/Sentinel 
class, it became more and more difficult for the KDF to ignore the utility of shuttlecraft and 
fighters, especially in a predominantly offensive context.  By comparison, the smallest 
Starfleet vessels that had a comparable capacity were the Independence and Santee 
shuttlecarrier classes, fairly specialized and not designed with wide-scale production in mind 
(at least initially). 

 
Where armament was concerned, it was quite befitting of a high-speed, heavy-

hitting raider—centered around a strategically-arranged loadout of disruptors, with the 
heavy strike capability provided by photon torpedoes playing a distant secondary role.  This 
distribution scheme incorporated lessons learned from the D-6/Raxor class and would go on 
to influence that of the legendary D-7/Klolode and D-8/K’Tinga classes.  6 Mark VII Disruptors 
were arranged along the main body—4 forward and 2 aft—supplemented by 3 Mark VIII 
Disruptors.  The latter was another development made as a result of lessons learned during 
the Four Years War.  With an extremely high energy conversion rate, they were among the 
most powerful directed energy weapons of their day, on par with Starfleet’s Type VII Phasers 
(that wouldn’t come into service until the advent of the Linear Warp revolution in the 
2270’s).  Starfleet Command won’t comment on the weapons’ superiority over their own 
Type VI Phasers, but many intelligence analysts of the era attribute this superiority to 
Starfleet’s decision to later develop their ‘MegaPhaser’ weaponry.  2 Mark VIII weapons 

were situated forward, in the lower half of the command pod while the remaining 1 was aft 
facing, mounted below the impulse engines. 

 
Supplementing the mix of disruptors were two torpedo launchers, 1 forward facing, 1 

aft.  They were both housed in a low-profile housing mounted atop the secondary hull.  
Semi-self contained, they used a number of high-speed elevator platforms to ensure a rapid 
feed of torpedoes to the launchers. 

 
Entering service in 2257, Lara’atan rapidly became a key fixture within the KDF.  Given 

its mission profile, these ships were concentrated along borderspace regions—such as the 
Federation Neutral Zone and the Romulan & Kinshaya frontiers—but were also valuable 
support platforms for battlecruiser squadrons in various areas.  While intelligence reports 
describe only sporadic encounters between these vessels and those of the Romulan 
Imperial Navy, more numerous reports link the deployment of these to that of Starfleet’s 
Loknar, Surya and Coventry class Frigates during the same period. 

 
Despite the tumultuous astro-political conditions of the day, the ‘Cold War’ mindset 

amongst both powers kept confrontations confined to these sporadic back-and-forth 
duels—the most notable of which came in 2283.  6 Lara’atans violated the Neutral Zone 
and struck an outpost in the Orion sector, prompting a response from Starfleet which sent 
the Enterprise class Kongo (CH 1710) and Valley Forge class Halk (FH 2742) and Rome (FH 
2742) to the area.  On approach, the Starfleet ships detected 3 Lara’atans—1 severely 
damaged and 2 more with moderate damage.  The Kongo’s commander set his sights on 
the virtually dead ship while ordering his escorts to close on the two in better condition and 
demand their surrender.   

 
This was all part of a cleverly laid trap however.  The supposedly ‘dead’ ship 

unexpectedly came back to life, activating her self-destruct sequence before the Kongo 
had time to react—the force of the explosion ripping her starboard nacelle from the hull 
and debris damaging her port nacelle beyond repair.  As she listed helplessly, the 2 
remaining Lara’atans also reactivated—as 3 more warped in and surrounded the Starfleet 
vessels.  The Kongo was predictably finished off in short order, while the 2 Heavy Frigates—
equipped with Pulse Phaser Cannons and generous stores of Photon Torpedoes—lasted a 
bit longer, fighting viciously, but ultimately succumbing to the same fate. 

 
Known as the ‘Kargon Incident’—the encounter was the result of meticulous planning 

by the infamous Kresz sutai-Kargon.  An Imperial Defense Force Captain, Kargon had 
despite shrewd political maneuvering, spent the bulk of his career commanding a D-18 
along the Federation border.  Noted for his extreme brutality, he was fueled by his 
resentment of the Klingon High Command, who he blamed for his long-standing inability to 
obtain more prestigious postings. 

 
The wanton destruction of three Federation starships however, ensured that he 

remained under the careful eye of Starfleet forces in the region.  For months, Starfleet ships 
and monitoring stations tracked Kargon and his ship—the Marauder—before setting in 
action, an equally meticulous plan to trap and destroy him.  In early 2284, using a merchant 
convoy as bait, Starfleet lured Kargon and his escorts—3 D-11/B’Rel class Birds-of-Prey—
across the Neutral Zone.  Waiting, were the Casablanca class Light Carriers Gambier Bay 
(CVL 1886) and Brandenburg (CVL 1885).  Immediately, they deployed their Yellowjacket 



class Assault Fighters and surrounded Kargon’s force.  Soon after, Kongo’s sister ship 
Lexington (CH 1703) warped in and the three vessels methodically picked apart and 
destroyed the Klingon force before sending Kargon to his fiery end. 

 
Lara’atan—which had been in service for nearly 30 years by this point—was drawn 

down shortly after the incident.  The KDF, anticipating that Starfleet would deploy superior 
assets and possibly undertake retaliatory strikes of its own, did not want its border security 
and offensive power, to rest on a class that old, that had not received the same upgrades 
and refits as others had. 

 
 Replacing it in service was a tripartite solution.  Using experience and lessons learned 
from D-18, the KDF launched a second Destroyer class—D-14/D’esta Kar—in 2270.  Slightly 
smaller, but more powerful in keeping with her Starfleet contemporaries, this was produced 
in much greater numbers.  A second class, D-9/K’Teremny, was launched in 2278.  The 
spiritual successor to Lara’atan, it was slightly larger than the D-8/K’Tinga class, was 
responsible for the destruction of the starship Hood (CH 1707) and mauling of the starships 
Ajax (DD 547) and Moltke (DD 4417) in 2286.  The third and final solution was the D-
10/Riskadh class Heavy Cruiser.  Larger and more powerful than either K’Teremny  or 
K’Tinga, it was intended as a long-range, first-strike platform, but featured a number of 
token ‘multi-mission’ enhancements that led to its classification of ‘Heavy Cruiser’ and 
served as a bridge to the more powerful ‘Command Cruisers’—such as Vodieh (‘Emperor’) 
and Suvwl’QeH—and ‘Pocket Battleships’ of the 2280’s. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Class 
Classification 
 
Service 
Number Active 
 
Length 
Beam 
Height 
Decks 

D-18/Lara’atan 
Destroyer 
 
2257-2285 
0 
 
248m 
183m 
44m 
10 

Mass 
 
Compliment 

104,390 metric tons 
 
265 

 Armament 
 
 
 
 
Defense Systems 

6 Mark VII Disruptor Cannons 
3 Mark VIII Disruptor Cannons 
2 Torpedo Launchers 
 
 
Standard Deflector Shield System 
        total capacity 82,128 TerraJoules  
                                          
  
Heavy Monotanium Double Hull plus 7cm High Density Armor 
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Editor’s Annotations 
 
 
In doing a Federation (La Fayette) and then a Romulan (Sunhawk) ship, I though it natural to round things out with a Klingon ship.  The D-18/Lara’atan, compared to the aforementioned 
2, is a classic FASA design.  In thinking about a Klingon one I could do to round things out, I finally settled on this one—given its place in FASA lore.  Of course, I’ve taken a few liberties—
upscaling the dimensions slightly and adding in my own ideas about Captain Kargon’s demise—but other than that, the class history follows my own train of thought regarding Klingon 
starship development during this era.   
 
I found the disparity in how the Klingons view Destroyers vs the Federation to be my biggest stumbling block.  In my mind, Destroyers are usually supposed to be smaller than Frigates in a 
traditional naval force, but apparently when it comes to the Klingons, FASA (and SFB??) have flipped the Destroyer and Frigate sizes/roles/designations around—which starts to make 
vague sense after a while I guess. 


